
*MAVBASE INTEGRATION ONLY

WHEN PAIRED WITH PDU THAT

HAS UPS PAIRING FUNCTIONS

PR-R8U2K FEATURES
✔ Online (Double Conversion ) Battery Backup Power

✔ 2000VA Available Battery Power

✔ Load Shedding (when paired with Supported Big Dog Power PDU)

✔ Field Replaceable/Front Loading Batteries

✔ MAVBase Integration (when paired with Supported Big Dog Power PDU)

✔ Voltage and Frequency Configuration

✔ Automatically Powers back on when battery is depleted

✔ 95 - 135 Volts input handling while maintaining 120v 60hz output
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AC to DC to AC conversion process ensures 
that you are always providing clean, pure 
sinewave power for your most sensitive 
equipment

Ensures you have Sufficient power on reserve 
for the most power hungry equipment

Maintains power for as long as possible for the 
most mission critical items by strategically 
turning off power to lower priority 
outlets/equipment - This helps to really stretch 
out the time available to those high priority 
equipment (Battery Stretching)

Batteries can be easily replaced in the field by a 
technician while unit still remains installed and 
supplying AC power

Configure load shedding and see AC Power and 
battery status. Get notifications when AC power 
shuts off or returns

Discretely control Voltage and Frequency 
output to fine tune the power requirements for 
your equipment

When the battery is fully depleted and AC 
power is restored, the UPS will automatically 
power itself back on and begin charging it's 
batteries and supplying clean AC power to any 
connected equipment

Keep your equipment up and running even during 
a brown out or over voltage. Great for those 
applications that may not have the most reliable 
power service but still require clean power
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Remotely access and control Big Dog Power devices

Monitor and manage all of your clients and their systems

User-friendly design makes remote management easy

Stay on top of system changes with push notifications

Self healing configuration

View diagnostics remotely in real time to track and prevent system issues

Virtually eliminates downtime from surge-related events

Fix remotely: Customer has confidence and comfort level
that it’s handled -  communication is seen
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